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From the President

By Robert Barnett MMR

I truly appreciate the article written by Randall Wilson regarding my (finally) making MMR, the surprise cake and
celebration at the February meeting, and Chuck’s surprise presentation of the plaque at the recent March meeting. It has
been a long journey and it is gratifying to actually reach the goal.
Which brings up a related subject: Nearly all of our members have accomplished enough work to quality for at least one
of the certificates. If you have a layout up and running chances are you have done the work for more than one. It took me
from April 1991 to February 2017, so you still have time!! Several of our members should qualify as Model Railroad
Author based on their articles published in our Derail (Mr. Currey, Mr. Partlow, Mr. Leach and Mr. Formanek, and others).
Remember handouts given at clinics also count. The quality of the monthly articles published in the Derail for surpass
what I would expect to see for a club newsletter. Remember these were written for our monthly publication, not reprints
from another source. EXCELLENT WORK guys!!! Keep ‘um coming!
I really enjoyed Al Parlow’s presentation at the March meeting on Houston’s
railroads in the Post WWII era. Not only was it informative but it reminds us all
of how much the rail scene has changed since we each started observing it. In
my case, I moved to Houston in 1977 in the days when the Missouri Pacific was
still independent and the No 2 railroad in Houston, the Katy was still
independent, and the SP was “King of the Hill” in the Houston Area. The Santa
Fe via is subsidiary Gulf Colorado and Santa Fe still entered Houston from the
south end and the Burlington Northern still entered from the northwest via their
longstanding partner-ship with the Rock Island on the BRI Joint line.
Now, 40 years later the Missouri Pacific was merged into the UP fold, the Katy
was annexed into the UP and pretty much eliminated and the unthinkable, the
lordly SP was even merged into the now vast Union Pacific. And the Santa Fe,
now in form of BNSF, can actually go north without have to go south first. And
if you are a Houston native like Al and several of our members the start date
goes back even farther. So, excellent presentation Al and thanks for the
memories.
Don’t forget there is still time to sign up for our trip to the Cotton Gin Museum
in Burton in April and to get on the list for the trip to the Texas State Railroad
this spring.
See you at the April meeting.

Bob Barnett
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plaque from LSR President Chuck Lind;
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Santa Fe Chief Special

By Virginia and Gilbert Freitag

Wow! What a terrific round trip Galveston RR Museum to Pearland to RR Museum. Since BNSF replaced
the Accessible AMTRAK car with cars not handicap accessible, we were allowed to ride the handicap
accessible Business Car with the various Board members. What a privilege! It was a beautiful suite that
included a queen bed and huge handicap bathroom which included a huge shower.
Since we had followed the replacement of the bascule railroad bridge with the new RR Lift Bridge (including
watching them build it on Harborside Dr.), it was great to get to ride through the new bridge.
This bridge is special to us, especially since Gil had won the NMRA Gold Award at the 1970 St Louis
NMRA Convention for his scratch built scale model of the Old Bascule Bridge.
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Picture Day

By Bob Werre

It's time for all members to get a good $3 haircut, dig out a clean shirt, and show up early,
as it's time again for an updated portrait for the club's directory to be published soon!
At the next meeting, I'll set up my camera and lights to
photograph all members, especially those who might be new
members. This is for an undated membership directory. I hope
to be setup before the meeting starts, and I'll hopefully finish
up during the break. If your better half helps, bring him/her
along for a couple’s photo.
I'll likely do a repeat for those who can't make the next meeting
TBD!

Texas Cotton Gin Museum Field Trip

By Gilbert Freitag

The San Jacinto Model Railroad Club is sponsoring a road trip to Burton Texas to visit the
Texas Cotton Gin Museum on April 14th.
Tentative schedule:
1. Carpool from the greater Houston area to arrive in Burton about 11:30 AM. It’s about a 2
hour drive from Houston out 290.
2. Have a light catered lunch on the grounds under their new pavilion ($7.00 per person) at 12
noon. Lunch will include cold cut (ham or turkey) sandwiches with chips, potato salad, a
dessert, and a drink.
3. Two groups (about 18 each max) will take turns watching the very good history video and
touring the gin starting at about 12:45 PM. There is still operational equipment in this mill,
but it will not be running on the 14 th. You will be able to explore, crawl around, and touch
most any part of the mill, just be “safe”.
4. If more than about 36 people are interested in the tour, an additional time slot about 3 PM
is possible. There is a public tour time slot at 2PM we could possible use too.
5. Arrangements are being made to get the nearby Burton Railroad Depot and Museum
opened up for touring immediately after the Cotton Gin tour
6. Depart around 3 PM to return carpool back to Houston
Tour cost is $5 per person. Active San Jac club members will have one admission reimbursed
by the club. Spouses, children, and non-active members are welcome to come for the $5 group
admission rate.
Please RVSP to Gilbert Freitag gilbertfreitag@att.net by 3/9/18, so we can finalize a head
count for the tour and for lunch. Carpooling arrangements to be made closer to the event.
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The Hobby Bench

By Pete Leach

Moving Milk on the WW&F Ry.
Milk. We pour it on our breakfast cereal, lighten our coffee, spread it on our toast in the form of butter, and,
as ice cream, cool ourselves on a hot summer day! But most of us don’t think about how it got here.
My research of the Maine 2-ft railroad, the Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington revealed that milk was an
important source of revenue in the early 1900s. The railroad traversed 40 miles of rural landscape dotted
with dairy farms along its way to the connection with the outside world.
The milk industry in Maine started the same way it did in many parts of the country. Early European settlers
cleared the land of trees and practiced sustenance farming. Cattle were raised for meat. Settlers collected
milk from the female cows all summer. Production stopped in the winter as the calves matured. Farmers
made butter and cheese from any extra milk to stretch their supply throughout the year. The cheese could be
used as barter with their neighbors.
By the late 1800s, the demand for dairy products increased when pasteurization became common. This made
the milk safer to drink. Maine farmers brought in breeds of dairy cows from Europe to increase milk
production and improve its quality. They began to organize into associations to share ideas on improved
production and to help market their products. Soon, production switched from cheese to cream as processing
equipment improved. Cream produced a higher yield and was in greater demand by consumers.
The railroads, especially the Maine Central in Maine, helped farmers gain access to the large eastern cities
like Portland, Boston, and New York. Creameries began to pop up around the state.
In 1905, the Turner Centre Dairying Association built a substantial creamery along the waterfront in
Wiscasset. It was served by both the Maine Central and the WW&F.

Turner Centre Dairying creamery in Wiscasset
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The Hobby Bench (Cont.)

By Pete Leach

The TCDA had an interesting operational scheme that I have included on my model railroad. The WW&F
moved milk in a reefer car from the various towns between Albion (end of track) and the creamery in
Wiscasset.
The reefer car was all wood construction, double walled with some saw dust insulation sandwiched inbetween. They could be iced at a small platform on extremely hot days or warmed with a small stove in the
frigid cold winter days.

Verne loading milk into Reefer No 65 in Albion

Verne loaded the last of the milk cans into reefer car number 65. It was a cool morning, so no need to add
ice for the 3-hour ride to Wiscasset. He could hear Engine No 4 with Engineer Earl Keef making his way
across the Albion yard to couple onto his car. He knew Earl to be a fast, but smooth engineer so the ride in
the car wouldn’t be too bad. Verne expected a full load today with the cooler weather. Something about late
summer seemed to make these Maine cows more productive!
Verne Stearns was one of two Turner employees stationed in Albion. He shared the company house next to
the dairy ramp with Kin Thompson. It was Verne Stearns week to ride in the reefer to pick up any full cans
of milk left at the 12 stations or flag stops along the narrow-gauge railroad.

Preble’s flag stop with train
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The Hobby Bench (Cont.)

By Pete Leach

Verne hopped out of the reefer as the train slowed to a stop at Preble’s. He could see 3 cans today left by
Fred Hardy. He quickly loaded the 3 cans and logged the receipt into his book. The creamery would check
the weight for payment to Fred.

Milk Ticket used on layout

To add this operation to my layout, I’ve created Milk Tickets based on a practice that was common on
various railroads. The engineer must stop at the Preble’s flag stop if there are any milk cans on the platform.
The Milk Ticket is placed in the Car sleeve for the Reefer and will be delivered to the creamery in Wiscasset.
The same number of empty cans will be dropped off on the last train of the day, along with the ticket. I vary
the number of cans and tickets for each day. This helps remind me that there were farmers and railroad men
doing real work.
Turner Centre Dairying Association had some very unusual milk containers. Figure 5 is a photo of one on
display at the WW&F Museum in Sheepscot, Maine. I purchased some O Scale models that were 3D printed
by Gary Kohler at Portland Locomotive Works. I will use them for operations once they are detailed and
painted.
Including milk as a commodity on my railroad allowed me to
build several neat models. A ramp with a backdrop house in
Albion, a flag/milk stop in Preble’s, a TCDA Reefer, and the
creamery as part of the signature waterfront scene. Including
milk movements has added interest to my car forwarding
operations. This helps extend the run time between the two
main towns I’ve modeled and increase the play value.
The Turner Dairying creameries are all gone now. Turner is
part of the Hood dairy products company. Today, the milk
industry is mechanized with factory farms and centralized
processing.

TCDA Milk Can at the WW&F Museum
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given me a real appreciation for the work done by farmers and
railroaders. The result has been an opportunity to recreate
some of the models and operations on my layout. So, what’s
on your hobby bench?
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Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum with Brian Jansky

Behind the Bench Work
Seven Questions with Gene Mangum
How long have you been into Model Railroading?
As with most of us, I received a train set as a child…when I was about 12. It was an American
Flyer set. So, I have been a railroader for approximately 60 years. I joined the NMRA in 1989
when the National Convention was here in Houston. I always operated as a “lone wolf” until I
joined the club last March…I am really enjoying the camaraderie.
How did you get into the hobby?
As I mentioned in the last question, when I was about 12, I got a train set for Christmas. One
of my best childhood friends actually had a basement (rare for Kerrville). We built a table top
Lionel “empire” and ran it for several years. Then, inevitably, girls, sports, college, etc.
Did you have any previous layouts before this one?
In the middle 1960’s, a work colleague gave me a dummy Athearn GP-35 lettered for the SP.
Wow! That rekindled my interest. I started drawing plans for my garage…a work move to
suburban Maryland and I had a basement. Started a huge layout in that basement…never
enough time. Came back to Texas (dismantled what I could salvage). Kept on building kits,
cars, etc. and created a small railroad in two bedrooms using some of the salvaged parts from
the MD railroad…never finished.
Moved to Sugarland in the mid 1980’s into a house with a loft. I
planned a double deck affair and
partially completed it…but work
and career intervened and it was
never fully completed. I began to
realize that I really needed to
concentrate on a railroad that I
could actually complete in a
reasonable time. So, as retirement
neared, I resolved to actually
finish a railroad. I have always
modeled in HO during the diesel
era. The time setting (late 1970’s
– early 1980’s) for my current
layout represents my favorite
period.
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Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum with Brian Jansky

What interests you in your prototype?
The Southern Pacific branch into Kerrville inspired me to model the SP.
Anybody or any layouts inspire you?
Believe it or not, Mr. Gil Freitag has always been a hero of mine. Actually getting to meet
him at my first club meeting was really neat!
What is your favorite part of the hobby?
I really enjoy all aspects of the hobby…but building realistic scenes is probably my favorite
part.
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Mystic Branch
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Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum with Brian Jansky

The Mystic Branch is loosely based on the actual branch line from San Antonio to Kerrville
that was mostly abandoned in the early 1960’s. San Antonio is represented by removable
staging cassettes. The two intermediate towns on the branch, Val Verde and Mystic are
fictitious. Kerrville is represented by a simple ladder yard…with “non-modeled” industries
occupying two tracks. The engine track doubles as a programming track. Both Mystic and
Val Verde have modeled industries that are rail served by the Branch. The maximum train
length is nine freight cars with engine and caboose.
The basic idea for the branch
came from an article in Model
Railroader in the early 2000’s,
entitled “Build the Turtle Creek
Central”. This was a 4 x 8
layout with a 2 x 6 branch line.
At this time I had come to
realize that my earlier more
grandiose plans would clearly
never be completed. Then, MR
came out with an article on a 5
x 8 Layout in 2014. This
“pregnant” 4 x 8 with “offlayout staging” allowed for a
longer run. So, at this time I
began the actual planning for
the railroad. I integrated the ideas from both of these project railroads. I finished the plan
including all bench work,
wiring etc. in May 2014 and
began construction. All three
main modules as well as the
four “off-layout” staging
modules were completed in
my Son’s garage/shop. I
disassembled the modules
and we brought the modules
up to the loft where they
were re-assembled.
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Mystic Branch
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Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum with Brian Jansky

The railroad sub-structure is ½” MDF covered by ½” blue foam. The scenery materials are
from many different Manufacturers, including Woodland Scenics, Noch, Busch, Pikestuff,
Walthers, Blair Line, and others. Terrain above the baseline consists of stacked insulating
foam covered with Sculptamold. The Guadalupe River in Mystic is modeled with Woodland
Scenics Shaper Sheets covered with Sculptamold as well. The still water above the dam is
Woodland Scenics Realistic Water over painted MDF; below the dam the swiftly flowing
water is made using acrylic gloss varnish, covered with a final coat of realistic water. Val
Verde Creek is also created using stacked blue foam and Sculptamold. The water is also
made using acrylic gloss varnish, covered with a final coat of realistic water. All rocks and
outcroppings are created using Woodland Scenics rock molds. Background trees are “Puff
balls” with “hero” trees intermixed. Foreground and hero trees are Woodland Scenic
armatures with ground foam and fine leaf foliage. Grass, bushes, etc. are Woodland Scenics
ground foam. Ballast is a mix of Highball Products limestone and Arizona Rock and
Minerals limestone. All roadways and streets are made using slightly textured watercolor
paper over cork sheet. All grade crossings are
Blair Line, custom fitted to the locations. Most
of the structures are kit-built from different
manufacturers including Campbell, Walthers,
Suydam, Atlas, and others. There are a halfdozen scratch built structures; made from card
stock, wood, and styrene.
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Mystic Branch

By Gene Mangum with Brian Jansky

The Mystic Branch operates using the “Car Card” system
using four-destination cards for all freight cars. This system
works well for this relatively small railroad. The cards are
from Micro-Mark as are the card boxes. There is a card box
for all tracks and industries. On the staging modules, the car
cards are kept in plastic sleeves attached to the side of the
module.
There are four (4) freight trains, three (3) “yard jobs” and two
(2) passenger trains per session. There is a “Train Job
Description” laminated card for each train and yard job. As
per SP Practice, all freight trains operate as extras. Since there
is no fast clock, the two passenger trains also run as extras.
Essentially, the railroad operates in a sequential manner. The
first train per session (essentially per day) is named SATKVT
(San Antonio, TX – Kerrville TX) which brings the freight
cars for Kerrville, Mystic and Val Verde on to the branch
using one of the SD’s. It is a nine car freight operating from
San Antonio Staging to the Kerrville yard main track via Val
Verde and Mystic. It does not stop in either Val Verde or
Mystic. YARD JOB 1 is responsible for sorting the cars for
Val Verde and Mystic for the two “turns” and any cars bound
for the un-modeled industries in Kerrville. The MP-15AC is
used for all yard jobs. The VVT (Val Verde Turn) brings all
of the cars destined for Val Verde into the passing siding in
Val Verde using the SD used for SATKVT. It then delivers all
cars to the Val Verde industries and picks up all outbound cars
and returns to the main track in Kerrville. YARD JOB 2 then
sorts all outbound loads and empties from the VVT. Once the
Main track in Kerrville is cleared, train PS-SATKVT
(Passenger Service – San Antonio, TX – Kerrville, TX) departs
San Antonio Staging for Kerrville using the other SD for
power with station stops in Val Verde and Mystic. PSSATKVT is generally a three car train: coach, baggage lounge,
and RPO. Once PS-SATKVT arrives on the Kerrville Main,
the MYT (Mystic Turn) is dispatched for Mystic using the SD
from the VVT. In Mystic, MYT takes the passing siding and
waits for PS-KVTSAT (Passenger Service – Kerrville, TX –
San Antonio, TX), the return passenger train from Kerrville to
San Antonio. After the run around by the “passenger” SD, PSKVTSAT then departs for San Antonio with station stops in
Mystic and Val Verde. Once the PS-KVTSAT has passed, the
MYT delivers all cars to the Mystic industries and picks up all
outbound cars and returns to the main track in Kerrville.
YARD JOB 3 then sorts all cars from the MYT and creates the
train for the return to San Antonio on the Kerrville Main. Train
KVTSAT (Kerrville, TX – San Antonio, TX) then departs for
San Antonio via Mystic and Val Verde with all cars destined
for San Antonio and points beyond. Again, KVTSAT does not
stop in Mystic or Val Verde. Occasionally a work extra is
dispatched to complicate things.
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Missouri Pacific GP18s

By David N. Currey

Some people, when they think of the typical Missouri Pacific diesel locomotive, may think of the SD40, in
Jenks Blue, with the wide porches front and rear, and a screaming eagle on the side of the long hood. I know
I sometimes do. Others, perhaps of an older generation, might think of the older E7s on the point of one of
the half dozen Eagle passenger trains in the blue and cream scheme. Still others, for whatever reason, might
see a Baldwin switcher or Alco road unit in their minds. For me, when I think of an MP diesel, usually the
unit that first pops into my mind is the GP18, in aging Jenks Blue, with a small Mopac eagle emblem just
below the cab window. I think by the time the GP18s were still being used during my tenure, it had already
been decided that they were going to be retired soon, and therefore not to waste any money keeping them
looking nice.
The GP18 superficially looked like a GP7 or GP9, and replaced the GP9 in EMD's catalog. GP18s came in
both high and low nose short hoods. A few GP9s were built in low noses. All GP7s were built with high
noses. When rebuilt by the Mop, though, many of these three classes of locomotive were rebuilt with low
short hoods. The GP7 had 1500 horse power; the GP9, 1750 horsepower; and the GP18, 1800 horsepower.

Missouri Pacific GP18s 531 and 486
by Everett L. DeGolyer at Dallas
Union Station on May 31, 1969 by
SMU Central University Libraries
[No restrictions], via Wikimedia
Commons.

When I first started working for the railroad, it might have been a GP18 that I first stepped up on. I don't
remember, as my first four trips were on road jobs out of Kingsville to Bloomington or return. But GP18s
were used on road freight fairly often, so it may well have been a GP18. However, after I got forced to the
Houston Guarantee Extra Board, within the first week, I was deadheaded to Sweeny, Texas, to work the
Sweeny Traveling Switcher, and it had a single GP18 as its power. In fact, that was its normal power about
95% of the time. At least once, though, we had a high-nose GP7, and I was more or less astounded to read
on its pink slip on the front wall of the cab that it was constructed in 1949. Wow, I thought, that locomotive
rubbed elbows with steam locomotives.
During that first week in Sweeny, I sprained one of my ankles pretty bad alighting from a freight car, but I
didn't mention it nor request time off, because before you get over the derail, the railroad can fire you for any
reason. The main things I remember about that first week were the hot muggy mornings, the blistering heat
at midday, and on one day, riding the point on the several-mile shove from Sweeny to the Phillips plant in a
rain storm, wearing a rain coat, but getting soaked anyway, and trying not to drop the radio while I perched
on the forward side of a tank car.
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Missouri Pacific GP18s

(Cont.)

By David N. Currey

Those GP18s were reliable work horses. I never saw one break down, but that doesn't mean they were in,
like, great condition. I've already written about how one GP18 ran out of fuel on the south approach to the
Colorado River bridge, and we got stopped just feet short of the beginning of the wooden trestle, but that was
the fault of the trainmasters in Angleton who insisted we go as far as we could. The GP18s were so reliable,
that they were used as the only locomotive in switching the chemical plants on the North End of the
Kingsville Division, i.e., Vanderbilt to Brownie. The following jobs all normally used GP18s when I first
hired out in 1979 (number of units in parentheses):
 Monsanto TSE at Chocolate Bayou (1)
 Amoco TSE at Chocolate Bayou (1)
 South Local at Angleton (2—same two locomotives as the Chocolate Bayou TSEs)
 North Local at Angleton (1 or 2)
 Sweeny TSE (1)
 Bay City TSE (1—only on alternating years when the MP switched the Celanese plant south of Bay City)
From Vanderbilt on south, SW7s, SW8s, SW9s, or SW1200s were generally used on most TSEs, though
GP18s were also seen a lot on through freights and most of the time on the Mission TSE. In particular, the
yard jobs at Harlingen and Brownsville used the SW7s, SW8s, SW9s, or SW1200s. Of course, all over the
division, other more modern power could frequently be seen. In particular, I remember SD40s and GP35s,
especially on the North End, and on rare occasions, the high-nose GP7s (mentioned above). And of course,
there were those hated and despised GEs. If there are railroads in hell, they are surely powered by multiple
lash-ups of GEs.
I am particularly reminded of an episode on the Mop back in the early 1980s in Sweeny, Texas on the
Sweeny TSE. On this occasion, we had an old GP18 that was probably on its last legs. The engineer, one of
the last of the old steam locomotive guys, was having particular trouble keeping his old GP18 running. He
had to restart it several times. It kept dying on him. At one point that morning, before we went out to the
plant, I was up at the north siding switch, and the GP18 and engineer were about 100 yards away back near
the depot on the mainline trying to get it started again. I don't remember why I was up at the north siding
switch, because normally the head brakeman is not going to let the engine go by him. Anyway, that was
where I was.
The engineer made several attempts to get it started, and when he finally was successful, a big cloud of white
smoke went billowing straight up (there was no wind). Any Alco would have been proud of the smoke
plume that GP18 expelled heavenward. I sure wished I had brought my camera along, as that was quite a
sight.
The engine brakes on that locomotive weren't working too well, either. It actually seemed to me like the
locomotive started speeding up when we were close to coupling up to cars instead of slowing down. This
braking problem had been going on all morning, so we brakemen were sort of used to it, and were trying to
make allowances for this problem by giving long car length signs, and signaling the stop sign a little early.
Finally, when the GP18 kept running, the engineer got back in the cab, and headed the engine north towards
me at the north siding switch. After the locomotive ran past me, and I lined the power switch, which we had
on manual throw, I signaled the engineer to come ahead, and I stepped up on the front engine steps, as the
locomotive was facing south. I gave the engineer the come ahead signal, and we headed into #3 track to
make a joint (coupling). The rear brakeman probably already had the #3 switch lined, as I remember he was
standing right there at the tank when we made the joint.
As we approached the car, which I remember as being a tank car, as that was all we ever took in and out of
the Philips Petroleum plant at Old Ocean, I signaled him three car lengths (about 180 feet). The hand signals
were almost unnecessary, because he could see the tank car we were coming up on just as easily as I could,
but I was a few feet closer to the joint.
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Missouri Pacific GP18s

(Cont.)

By David N. Currey

I then signaled two car lengths, but he wasn't slowing down at all. I looked back up at him, and I was in
clear view of him, and he was looking at me, and thus, the tank car would have been in his field of vision.
Facing forward again, I gave him a quick easy signal, and then dispensing with the one-car-length signal, I
swung a big stop signal and bailed off the locomotive just before the locomotive slammed into the cars. Now
a safe coupling speed is considered to be 4 mph, and that is stated in the safety manual, however, that GP18
must have been going about 8 mph. Boom! There wasn't any damage, but the other brakeman, who was
standing right there, and was equally well aware of the locomotive's braking problems that morning, told me
softly, “That had to have knocked him off his seat.” I told him I agreed, but from where we were standing,
we couldn't tell if he was on the floor or not.

This photo by David N. Currey, taken from GP18 #1941, shows the
train entering Sweeny southbound. #3 track can be seen
branching off from the siding just past the dwarf signal at the very
left. Down towards the depot, which can barely be seen, you can
see the Sweeny Switcher's power, another GP18, sitting in the
north end of the house track. Since nobody is across the track to
look us over, the TSE crew must have been off to lunch.

The GP18s worked real well in the switching assignments they were used in, as on the short hood end, you
could clearly see the brakeman on the steps of the locomotive both frontwards and backwards. Of course,
you couldn't see too well towards the fireman's side, but since the brakemen and conductor would all be hand
-signaling on the engineer's side or signaling via the radio, that didn't really matter. After all, they were
called “road switchers” for a reason.
In road freight service, the GP18s weren't used as often, as the SD40s, GP35s, and GEs were more reliable,
being newer, and certainly were more powerful. The SD40s were more comfortable for the crews, and rode
like Cadillac limousines. The GEs, though, were rockers and bouncers, and wore out anybody unfortunate to
spend more than a few hours riding on them. That said, GP18s were used quite often in road service, along
with the older GP7s.
While the SD40s were, in my estimation, the best power that the Mop had at the time I was working there,
those old GP18s will forever have a soft spot in my heart. Let's tie this one up while I still have at least one
dry eye.
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Derail Archives JAN/FEB 1996

Submitted by Richard Louvet

LNG - The Cool Fuel
By Randall Wilson
Union Pacific Railroad is testing Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) through 1996 as an alternate fuel to power
locomotives. Four locomotives fueled by two tenders are testing LNG on long haul "road" freight trains and
two locomotives are testing LNG in yard "switch" operations.
UP's LNG test program is evaluating locomotive emissions, locomotive performance, maintenance
requirements and economic feasibility. Overall LNG system design is also being evaluated.
Information collected through 1996 will be analyzed to determine if Union Pacific should expand or abandon
LNG technology.
UP decided to test LNG because:
1. LNG is considered an environmentally friendly and safe fuel.
2. Emissions from cars, trucks and buses fueled with natural gas are less than emissions from vehicles fueled
with gasoline or diesel.
3. Conversion to natural gas may be less expensive than using diesel fuel. Union Pacific spends one out of
every ten dollars on fuel.
4. There are large supplies of natural gas in the United States, which would help reduce the dependency on
foreign oil.
5. Maintenance cost on natural gas fueled cars, trucks and buses are reportedly lower than the same vehicles
fueled with gasoline or diesel.
LNG Properties
LNG is made by purifying and cooling natural gas to minus 260 degrees Fahrenheit. More gas can be stored or
transported in liquefied form. A one-pint container of liquefied natural gas is the same as 600 pints of natural
gas. LNG is non-corrosive and non-toxic. LNG is mostly methane with a small trace of inert impurities. The
energy content of LNG is less than diesel fuel. It takes about 1.7 gallons of LNG to produce the same energy
as one gallon of diesel fuel.
LNG can cause frostbite to unprotected skin and displaces oxygen in the lungs if large amounts are inhaled.
Unlike natural gas used in the home, LNG is odorless. Any additive to create an odor would freeze at minus
260 degrees Fahrenheit. Gas detectors are located in the engine compartment of the locomotive to detect leaks.
"Road" Locomotives
Four locomotives, two each from Electro-Motive Division of General Motors and General Electric will test
LNG on long-haul "road" freight trains.
The locomotive engineer operates the LNG fueled locomotives no differently than current diesel locomotives.
The locomotives are "dual-fueled" by LNG and diesel.
Any two of the four LNG long-haul road locomotives will be separated by a tender carrying the LNG. The
LNG is pumped from the tender to the engine compartment at low pressure, 100 psi. LNG then passes through
a pump increasing the pressure to 4,000 psi before passing through a heater where the temperature is raised to
about 90 degrees Fahrenheit and becomes a gas. The gas is then piped to the gas injector at each cylinder. The
gas is injected into the cylinders with varying amounts of diesel fuel necessary to ignite the gas. Diesel fuel is
used while the locomotives idle and LNG is mostly used at higher throttle settings.
LNG locomotives have numerous sensors in the fuel system measuring the pressure and temperature of the
LNG as well as engine operation. This information is fed to an on-board computer. Six gas "leak" detectors in
the engine compartment also feed information to the computer. If any problem is detected in the LNG fuel
system, the computer will shut the LNG fuel system down and run the locomotive on 100 percent diesel fuel.
This change from gas to diesel will go unnoticed by the train crew.
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Fuel Tenders
The tenders were built by Minnesota Valley Engineering and Process Engineering, Inc. The tenders ride on
premium quality trucks and were built on a full underframe so that no pulling forces are applied to the tanks
containing the LNG. The LNG tenders are part of the locomotive consist and are not required to be placarded.
The tenders were built as a container within- a-container and act much like a thermos bottle. The tenders are
able to keep LNG at minus 260 degrees Fahrenheit for ten days in 105-degree heat without allowing the LNG
to warm up and become a vapor. The tender's inner tank is 1/2" stainless steel and the outer tank is 1/2" high
strength steel. The inner and outer tanks are separated with 6" of Perlite insulation. The inner and outer tank
heads are separated with 25" of insulation. A vacuum is also pulled on this space to enhance the insulation
properties of the tender. Both tenders have a capacity of 30,000 gallons. All valves to the inner container are
on top of the LNG tenders and are protected by a skid able to support the entire weight of a fully loaded
tender. Fuel delivery lines between the road locomotives and tender have been designed with breakaway
connections in case the road locomotive and tender were to separate during operation. Separation will also
break air and electrical connections between the road locomotive and tender causing the tender's pump to stop
and valves to shut the fuel line.
Fueling
When fueling the tender, connections to the tender will check the brake pipe pressure to determine that the
brakes of the locomotive and tender have been applied and check the 27-conductor cable to determine that the
engines are operating in idle or shut off before the fueling facility will deliver LNG to the tender. The tender is
protected from over-pressurization by a pressure regulating valve, safety relief valves and rupture discs.
Switch Locomotives
Two LNG powered locomotives, built by Morrison-Knudsen and Caterpillar, are being tested in yard "switch"
operations. The locomotives are powered by Caterpillar engines totally fueled by LNG, unlike LNG/diesel
"dual-fueled" long-haul "road" locomotives. The two 1,350 horsepower yard LNG locomotives have a "keystart" in the cab, much like an automobile. They also have spark plugs to ignite the LNG fuel, like
automobiles. The switch engine has three interconnected LNG fuel containers that hold a total of 1,400
gallons. The LNG fuel storage containers are mounted in a cage designed to support the weight of the
locomotive and protect the containers in the event of a derailment. Numerous methane (LNG) detectors are
located near the fuel tanks, in the engine compartments and in the operating compartment. An onboard
computer constantly monitors the locomotive operation. If abnormal engine operation or LNG is detected, or
the detectors themselves are faulty, the LNG fuel supply will be shut off and the engine will run for several
seconds until the LNG fuel in the fuel lines are consumed. If LNG is detected, strobe lights will flash on two
outside corners of the operating compartment and on the end of the long hood. Warning bell will sound in the
operating compartment.
Test Participants
Union Pacific's test to determine if LNG is a feasible alternative to diesel fuel was developed with the help of
the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA); Association of American Railroads (AAR); Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc.; Electro-Motive Division of General Motors; General Electric; Morrison-Knudsen; Caterpillar
and Union Pacific Resources.
(Original) Editor’s note: Florida East Coast Railway
has become the first North American railroad to
adopt LNG (liquefied natural gas) for its entire linehaul locomotive fleet. FECR on Nov. 9, 2017
officially rolled out its 24-unit fleet, consisting of 12
pairs of back-to-back GE ES44ACs with a purposebuilt Chart Industries fuel tender in between.
(Courtesy Railway Age)
Photo Courtesy
East
Coast Railway
PhotoFlorida
Courtesy
Florida
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March Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order at 6:55pm
There were three visitors.
Chuck Lind presented Master Model Railroader Bob Barnett
with his official NMRA MMR plaque.
David Currey introduced Al Partlow for a photo presentation
of Houston railroads from post-war to the present. It was
interesting to see how the city has changed in the last 75 years.
Several members contributed to Al’s comments.
Thanks to Rex Ritz and Virginia Freitag for cookies and
punch.
Treasurer’s Report
The February 28 bank balance was $15694.07. Income for the
month was $5274 in GHTS ticket sales and $985 in table sales.
Expenses were $1412 in GHTS expenses.
For the calendar year 2017, the club had a bank balance
decrease of $319.46.
Texas State Railroad Trip
Richard Bartlett circulated a signup sheet to determine when to
schedule the trip. He will email members with details.
 Round Trip First Class Adult rate is $74.95 (ages 13-64),
Senior rate is $69.95 (age 65+) booth table seating,
appetizers and champagne toast, climate control car and
car attendant to serve passengers.
 Round Trip Coach Class the adult rate is $54.95 (ages 1364), Senior rate is $49.95 (age 65+) cushion bench seating
in a non-climate control car, does have windows that open
and close.
 Round Trip Open Air Coach Class the adult rate is $49.95
(ages 13-64), Senior rate is $44.95 (age 65+) wood bench
seating in an open car with glassless windows.
 Children under 13 are $12.00
On 26 May, TSRR will have the T&P #610 - 2-10-4 steam
engine out of the shed on display .A tour of the UP car shop
may be available once a date is selected. Please email Richard
at generepair2@yahoo.com to return preferences or ask
questions.
Burton Cotton Gin Trip
Gilbert Freitag has signed up about a dozen people for the trip
on April 14.
1) Carpool from the greater Houston area to arrive in Burton
about 11:30 AM, about a 2-hour drive from Houston out
290.
2) Have a light catered lunch on the grounds under their new
pavilion ($7.00 per person) at 12 noon Cold cut (ham or
turkey) sandwiches with chips, potato salad, a desert and a
drink
3) Two groups (about 18 each max) would take turns
watching the very good history video and touring the gin
starting at about 12:45 PM. There is still operational
equipment in this mill, but it will not be running on the
14th. You will be able to explore, crawl around, and touch
most any part of the mill, just be “safe”.
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4) If more than about 36 are interested in the tour, an
additional time slot about 3 PM is possible. There is a
public tour time slot at 2PM we could possible use too.
5) Arrangements are being made to get the nearby Burton
Railroad Depot and Museum opened for touring
immediately after the Cotton Gin tour
6) Depart around 3 PM to return carpool back to Houston.
Tour cost is $5 per person.
Active San Jac club members will have one admission
reimbursed by the club. Spouses, children, and non-active
members are welcome to come for the $5 group admission
rate. Please RVSP to Gilbert Freitag (gilbertfreitag@att.net)
ASAP so he can finalize a head count for the tour and for
lunch. Carpooling arrangements to be made closer to the
event.
Lone Star Region/ Division 8
Phil Stewart is running for Director of the Lone Start Region.
Your consideration is appreciated.
Jim Lemmond said that Blake Bogs (Director at Large) and
Ray Byer (President) are both running for Division 8
reelection.
If you are not receiving LSR or Div. 8 emails contact Jim
(jimlem@comcast.net), Ray (raybyer@yahoo.com) or Jeff
Palmer (res06wqv@gte.net) to get on the mailing list.
Ray thanked all the San Jac members for help at both the
World’s Greatest Hobby on Tour and the Greater Houston
Train Show. The NMRA signed up 15 new members
including two in the armed forces.
Old Business
Bob Werre will be taking photos at the April meeting for an
updated club directory.
New Business
David Currey will investigate purchasing two projection
screens for the club. He will make a proposal at the next
meeting.
Tom Bailey expressed concern that some GHTS attendees
were entering without tickets at the doors farthest from the
admissions table. We have already talked to the Stafford
Centre staff about locking all the main doors prior to the
show. They are all “push to exit” fire doors.
Diane Robinson showed members two books: “Arduino
Model Railroad Signals” and “Arduino Model Railroad
Animation”. By Paul and David Bradt published by
CreateSpace. The books are available on Amazon in both
paperback ($24.99) and digital ($6.99) versions. Diane
mentioned that the author may be available for a clinic.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:41.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet (Secretary/Treasurer)
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

Derail Staff

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, APRIL 3

“Signs for the Mystic Branch”
by

Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com
Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Don Formanek
locogeared@gmail.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Pete Leach
pleachtx55@gmail.com
Richard Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com
Kelly Russell
krussl@yahoo.com

Gene Mangum

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Chris Tolley (cookies)

Video Corner
Durango & Silverton TrainSnow Clearing View from the Engine Cab,
Jan 2010
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnxyNt4Jykg
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